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QUANTITATIVE
SOLUTIONS
by Schlesinger Group

Online | Mobile | In Person

We are your global research
partner, anywhere, anytime.

Connect with us:
Quant@SchlesingerGroup.com 

Hybrid Studies
Online surveys combined 
with traditional quantitative 
or qualitative methodology
and one point of contact.

Global Sample
Millions of deeply 
profi led and niche 
audiences in more 
than 50 countries.

Online Surveys
End to end solutions to 
meet your objective, 
timeline, & budget.

Do It For Me Solutions
Tools, experts, and
respondents, all in 
one place.

Quantitative Fieldwork
Clinical research, 
product tests, store 
audits, and more.
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Ití s hard to navigate being a teenager ñ  
and even harder when juggling multiple 
identities and cultural expectations. 
At Ordinary Di!erences, we specialise in 
gender related issues. For this project, 
our goal was to explore the psychological 
and social challenges Congolese 
teenage girls face when attempting to 
integrate into their host country ñ  in this 
case, South Africa.

In 2021, we followed a group of refugee 
teenagers, aged 13 to 17, over a period of 
three months, using digital ethnography in 
order to hear and see through their eyes 
their experiences ñ o f juggling multiple 
identities, expectations and pressures, all 
while navigating adolescence. 

When you look at the media, the 
representation of female refugees is 
o"en the same ñ the y are depicted as 
passive victims of their circumstances. 
Their voices arenít he ard, and the 
diversity of their experiences is not being 
brought to life. We wanted to address 
this lack of agency and showcase a 
totally di!erent (and unexpected) side 
that shatters stereotypical representations 
of female refugees. Specifically, teenage 
girl refugees. 

What we found were confident, 
determined and ambitious teenage girls 
wanting to be heard. They are smart, 
they go to school, they study like crazy, 
and they have loads of di!erent interests. 
They are obsessed with K pop and South 

Korean TV shows. They talk about crushes, 
share videos on TikTok and think 
Facebook is for old, boring people. This is 
not your stereotypical image of a refugee 
girl that the media o"en portrays. 

They are certainly not passive. Far from 
it. They want to shape and own their 
future. They want to overcome the 
obstacles standing in their way. One of the 
hardest parts of being a refugee is the lack 
of identity. This can even make their 
everyday life seem impossible: for 
example, some of them cannot sit their 
final, end of school exams because they 
do not have the correct paperwork. No 
final exams, no university, no opportunity 
to follow their dreams. But it also raises 
questions about their own, individual 
identity. If they arení t deemed to be 
Congolese, as they have never been there 
and doní t speak the language, and yet 
are also not South African because they 
are ë di!erentí , what does this mean? Who 
are they? This is a question they grapple 
with every day.

We heard about the bullying they 
experience at school because they are 
ë di!erentí . Told that they are not African. 
That they are too black. And language is 
used as a weapon, as a tool for exclusion. 
One of the girls says she feels like an 
outsider because she caní t speak Zulu, 
so sheí s powerless to understand what 
they are saying about her, both behind 
her back and o"en right in front of her. 

These are just some of the examples of 
what life is like for them ñ  but they arení t 
defeated. They rise and continue to 
shape their future, despite these 
setbacks. The girls loved having 
someone listen to them; hear their 
dreams, but also their frustrations. It gave 
them the confidence to speak out and to 
be heard. Now the sky is the limit, and 
who knows ñ  one day they might even 
become researchers. 

This project was led by the girls. It was 
raw, direct and in the moment; rather 
than the girls reflecting retrospectively, 
we were able to generate feedback as 
and when it was happening. They ended 
up telling us about the world through 
their eyes. This wasní t done with fancy 
apps or so"ware; this wasní t done 
spending huge amounts of money or 
with a prescriptive discussion guide ñ  this 
was done to turn an over thought 
research process on its head, to just 
reach out to girls. 

Thanks to digital accessible tools, we 
conducted an agile piece of research, 
and we did it in a way that brought the 
girlsí  story to life. They are inspiring 
young girls, and we look forward to 
seeing what life brings them as we 
continue to listen to their stories.

AmÈ lie Tru!ert is partner and 
Rhonda Nicholl associate director at 
Ordinary Di!erences

What are the experiences of 
Congolese teenage girls as 

refugees in South Africa? 
AmÈl ie Tru!ert and 

Rhonda Nicholl explore a 
recent qualitative study 

examining the girlsí l ives
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Since 1953, the Chinese economy has 
been shaped by five year plans, with 
social and economic development 
guidelines. The latest, covering 2021 to 
2025, contains ambitious sustainability 
goals to reach carbon neutrality by 2060. 
Businesses operating in China are 
transforming their operations and supply 
chains to align with the new policies. But 
how important is sustainability to 
consumers in China, and how does this 
translate into consumer behaviour?

Our research has shown that 94% of 
Chinese consumers indicate that 
sustainability is important, yet many are 
not acting upon it. What is causing this 
paradox? Our figures are based on a study 
conducted by InSites Consulting, from 
December 2021 to January 2022, among 
802 respondents from three generations 
(X, Y and Z) in mainland China. The sample 
was representative for each generation.

An important dimension is the so called 
ë say do gapí , where intentions are high, 
but actual behaviour is low. Our research 
identified four eco barriers that are 
holding consumers back from living a 
more sustainable life: a!ordability 
(sustainable means more expensive); 
accessibility (lack of sustainable 
alternatives and information about which 
products are sustainable); performance 
(consumers feel forced to make a trade o!
between sustainability and performance); 
and convenience (the perception that 
living more sustainably requires too much 
time and e!ort).

More than 79% of Chinese consumers 
wish to change their habits and bridge the 
say do gap to positively impact the 
environment. Brands can play an 

important role in this by supporting 
consumers in adopting sustainable habits 
and by providing ë rewardsí , fuelling 
repeated action. 

Unilever, together with Alibaba Group, 
developed an artificial intelligence
powered recycling system. Consumers 
deposit their plastic waste and are 
rewarded with vouchers for Unilever 
products, or virtual ë green energyí  points 
in Alipayí s Ant Forest project. 

Consumers are already adopting more 
sustainable habits: 60% of Chinese 
consumers acknowledge their eating 
habits impact the environment; 66% 
mend clothes or repair household items 
instead of replacing them; and 70% 
choose holiday destinations that do not 
require flying but can be reached by train, 
car or bus. 

According to our research, reducing 
single use plastic is a key area for Chinese 
consumers. In fact, 73% indicate avoiding 
single use plastics, 69% refuse plastic 
shopping bags, and 50% no longer buy 
water in plastic bottles. As for recycling 
plastic bottles, Chinese brand HowBottle, 
launched in 2017, has upcycled more than 
600,000 bottles into fun bags with a low 
environmental footprint. In 2019, it 
launched a rain jacket with Coca Cola to 
create awareness among Chinese youth of 
the impact of plastic waste. The back of 
the jacket said: ì I doní t careî , which ñ  when 
wet ñ  changed into ì I do careî . 

Consumers are clearly taking action, yet 
they believe they are not solely 
responsible for driving change; 82% feel 
brands have a responsibility to look a"er 
the planet. So, what can brands do?

First, brands can help reduce the 

identified eco barriers and support 
consumers in displaying more sustainable 
behaviour. With 48% of consumers saying 
they would live more sustainably if 
products were cheaper, a!ordability is a 
key factor. To stimulate consumers to 
reuse packaging, marketing refills at a 
lower price could help. 

Accessibility is another important 
dimension, with 38% of consumers in our 
research stating that they would live more 
sustainably if products were widely and 
easily available. Ensuring sustainable 
solutions are available online and o!line is 
a quick win. 

Consumers feel forced to choose 
between product attributes they value and 
sustainability, the latter o"en considered a 
sign of lower e!ectiveness. Providing 
reassurance around the performance of 
sustainable solutions is key. 

With the final barrier, convenience, 56% 
of Chinese consumers say they would 
adopt a more sustainable lifestyle if it 
required less time or e!ort. The challenge 
for brands lies in marrying convenience 
with sustainability. Like Chinaí s largest 
electronics recycling company, Aihuishou, 
which works with mobile phone recycling 
machines to facilitate handing them in.

Once its sustainability mission and 
strategy are clear, it is vital for a brand 
to communicate them to the public. 
In fact, 84% of Chinese consumers feel 
brands and companies should be more 
transparent, and provide additional 
information about their sustainability 
ambitions and progress.

Joeri Van den Bergh is co founder at 
InSites Consulting

Chinese consumers are 
environmentally conscious, but does 
this translate into action on climate 
change? Joeri Van den Bergh reports
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For 58.55% of voters in Aprilí s French 
presidential election, the sight of a 
victorious Emmanuel Macron in front of 
the Ei!el Tower, speaking with hand on 
heart as he took up the post for another 
five years, will have been a relief. 
For 41.45% of voters ñ  Marine Le Pen 
supporters mainly based outside Franceí s 
cities and in its rural heartlands ñ  this was 
a worst case scenario.

France is deeply divided between its 
cities and its rural areas. It is a trend that 
has been seen across the continent, from 
the UK to Hungary, Poland, Italy and 
Germany, among others. 

A Cambridge University study carried 
out last year by Michael Kenny and Davide 
Luca, called !"#$%&'()*&%&(+$,-+(&./(0.-)$-1$
,-+.0.2(+$3./#)2"()04#)0, sought to 
examine the extent of the political divide 
between the countryside and cities in 
30 European countries, including all 27 
EU nations, plus the UK, Norway and 
Switzerland. The study used data from the 
European Social Survey ñ  which runs 
every two years ñ  between 2002 and 2018, 
and analysed individual level data across 
the nine surveys.

Luca says fears of a growing divide 
between the rural and urban populations 
across Europe loomed large in the 
reasoning behind undertaking the 
analysis. ì As a social scientist, and as a 
person who grew up in the countryside, 
Ií m deeply concerned about whether 
these divides may, in the long term, 
become highly divisive for society as a 
whole,î he expl ains. ì In a way, a bit of 
urban/rural divide is expected, and has 
been a feature of human history. Too 
much division, however, can create 
worrisome societal cleavages.î

The study found there were striking 
di!erences between the populations of 
rural and urban Europe. Across western 
Europe, residents of rural areas were, on 
average, 33.5% more likely to vote than 
those in inner cities, but 16% less likely to 
report a one unit increase in their trust of 
political parties on a scale of zero to 10. 

People living in the countryside were far 
less likely to engage in political actions, 
such as protests and boycotts, than their 
city dwelling counterparts, and were 55% 
more likely than people in cities to disagree 
with the idea that immigration enriches the 
national culture. 

Europeans in rural places are an average 
of 57% more likely to feel one point closer 
to the right on the political spectrum 
when measured on a scale of zero to 10 
(0 being le", 10 right).

Luca says the results show the urban/
rural divide exists, although he stresses 
that other predictors of political values ñ  
such as age, income and partisanship ñ  
are also key predictors of political values. 

ì Without discrediting the key role 

played by these individual factors, our 
paper shows that geography matters too, 
and that a full understanding of the role of 
place in influencing political outcomes is 
key,î  Luca maintains.

What could happen if the divide is not 
addressed? ì The risk is that residents of 
remote and/or declining towns and the 
countryside will feel increasingly 
alienated,î  says Luca. ì Similarly, 
addressing climate change will require 
bold actions by governments and, o"en, 
the costs associated with the ë green 
transitioní  are not distributed equally. 
The 5.+#0/$6(%)#/ protest in France is a very 
interesting example, where the revolts 
against the ë Paris elitesí  were triggered by 
an environmental policy that many of us 
would consider sensible.î

Luca adds that reforms are needed to 
address the lack of economic 
opportunities in more marginal areas and 
to ameliorate the sense of resentment and 
growing divergence between those in 
cosmopolitan areas and those who live in 
more remote communities. This includes 
better access to public services and 
transport in rural areas. 

ì Governments need to think about 
measures that either o!set higher costs in 
rural areas, or convince dwellers about the 
implementation of policies that, in the 
eyes of many, may not always sound very 
palatable,î  he concludes.

How big is the political divide 
between the countryside and 
cities in Europe? By Liam Kay
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Online access has had a democratising 
influence across the world, but the rapidly 
increasing number of internet and social 
media users has come at a price, and there 
has been a corresponding rise in cases of 
online abuse and violence against women 
and girls. This can take the form of physical 
threats, stalking, ë sex trollingí  and sexual 
harassment, as well as what has become 
known as Zoom bombing. 

In the South Asian nation of Nepal, 
digital adoption is high: in January this 
year, there were around 14 million social 
media users, up by two million since 
January 2020. Meanwhile, 5,574 online 
harassment cases were reported to the 
countryí s Cyber Bureau between 2016 
and 2020.

With funding support from the British 
Embassy in Kathmandu, the BBC Media 
Action team implemented a project called 
Promoting Gender Equality and Womení s 
and Girlsí  Rights, which ran from last 
October to this March. It aimed to put in 
place a robust strategic communication 
framework to inform the longer term 
policy influencing the governmentí s 
communication plan on gender equality 
and issues surrounding female rights. 

Anju Bhatt and Manju Gautam, research 

manager and research o!icer for Nepal 
respectively, conducted formative research 
to understand the current issues facing 
women in society, including identifying 
any policy gaps that might hinder equality 
between men and women. 

ì Like other female rights issues ñ  such as 
gender based violence, intimate partner 
violence, tra!icking, education, and sexual 
and reproductive health rights ñ  online 
violence against women stood out as one 
of the main issues faced by women and 
girls in Nepal today,î  comments Bhatt. 

In a blog for BBC Media Action, the 
researchers explained how they 
examined online violence against women 
in detail, and found that such cases are 
increasing and go underreported most 
of the time. They concluded that the 
causes behind the increasing number of 
online violence incidents have not been 
explored properly.

Even though the government of Nepal 
has implemented several initiatives to deal 
with online violence, the study identified 
gaps in the existing laws and policies. It 
found that the approach taken when it 
comes to dealing with online violence is 
far from comprehensive. For example, the 
police might take physical violence 

seriously, but online violence less so, even 
though it can o"en be equally as harmful.

Bhatt recalls conversations with 
adolescent girls and boys during field 
research: ì We found that students from 
both private and public schools 
mentioned having experienced online 
sexual violence, or knowing someone who 
had experienced such violence on a variety 
of social media platforms.î  They 
determined that it is essential to give such 
topics due prominence to bring about a 
systematic change in the public mentality, 
something that requires institutions ñ  such 
as education, the media, the judiciary and 
political systems ñ  to be gender sensitive. 

A qualitative approach was used for this 
research, and the researchers spoke to 
around 100 participants. Focus group 
discussions were conducted with 
adolescent girls and boys, as well as with 
adult men and women, while the key 
participants included elected 
representatives, government o!icials, 
representatives from civil society 
organisations, and womení s rightsí  
activists. Various research articles ñ  
published and unpublished ñ  previous 
research carried out by BBC Media Action, 
newspaper and magazine articles, plus 
government acts, policies and plans were 
all reviewed.

Data collection, management and 
analysis was led by the BBC Media Action 
research team. Participants were briefed 
on the purpose of the research and 
the interviews. Verbal and written 
informed consent was sought from 
them for the discussions and interviews, 
as well as permission for the conversations 
to be recorded. 

The study findings clearly show how 
Nepali women and girls continue to face 
di!erent forms of online violence and 
discrimination. It is hoped this research 
will provide a platform for policy makers 
to take these issues forward to policy level.

ì First, we need public awareness,î  notes 
Bhatt. ì People need to understand that 
ití s real violence that has a real impact, 
and that sometimes it moves from online 
to o!line.î

The original BBC Media Action blog 
can be viewed at shorturl.at/rCI17

Cases of online abuse against females have hit an all time 
high in recent years. Colette Doyle finds out how the 
BBC Media Action team in Nepal carried out research into 
this troubling phenomenon
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of a seamless mixed method design, 
continues to play an incredibly powerful 
role in helping us understand people 
and shape public policy.î  

Rachel Abbott, director and joint head 
of social change at The Behavioural 
Architects, believes that a mixture of 
 in person and remote research 
techniques best serves the projects on 
which her agency works. ì It certainly 
feels easier to read the emotional energy 
behind what people are saying face to 
face, as well as to explore their context if 
weí re meeting in their everyday 
environment. But, equally, remote 
interviewing can enable us to engage 
more participants in their own worlds 
and enhance accessibility ñ  which is so 
important in our industry to increase 
diversity and inclusion.î

Jaala Gallagher, client director at 
Barfly, a specialist consultancy that 
works with the global drinks industry, 
recalls that ì there were certainly benefits 
to using Zoom for research during the 
pandemic, as it allowed us to continue 
working, despite all the restrictions, and 
to do so in a cost e! ective way î .

However, she points out that some 
essential cues may not be visible online. 
ì It highlighted to us the richness you get 
from face to face interviews and the 
subtle nuances that can be missed on a 
virtual call. In person interactions are 
much more likely to reveal those 
o" en elusive insights, because, 
sometimes, ití s not just what we say that 
reveals how we feel ñ  ití s how we say it.î

Meanwhile, Tom Woodnutt, founder of 

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 

The pandemic changed many of societyí s accepted 
norms, including the way that market research is 
conducted. So what exactly is the new gold standard 
when it comes to professional insights interviewing? 
Colette Doyle investigates

Going for gold

From generating national statistics to 
providing informative data in person, 
research plays an incredibly powerful 
role in gold standard social surveys. This 
type of research was heavily disrupted 
by Covid 19 and a return to conducting 
interviews in person has proved to be 
 complex and challenging. 

Kantar Public successfully completed 
a live pilot of a return to Covid secure, in
home interviewing in August last year . 
Since then, it has delivered almost 
10,000 interviews with members of the 
public in the UK so far this year. 

Ben Collins is the companyí s head of 
business excellence and, along with 
colleague Michelle Lewis, head of data 
and operations, has co authored a 
presentation on the importance of 
in home surveying.

Collins is candid about the challenges 
ahead: ìTh e issues surrounding 
conducting in person, especially 
in home, research will continue. For 
some interviewers, uncertainty about 
what interviewing will now be like, and 
their personal safety, made them initially 
reluctant to come back. We know this is 
a challenge across the industry. But our 
interviewers, sta!  and clients 
demonstrated resilience from the onset 
of the pandemic and continue to do so.î

Collins highlights how committed 
Kantar is when it comes to in person 
surveying: ìTher e are circumstances 
where research conducted by an 
interviewer, with that face to face 
interaction, is vital. In person and 
in home research, either alone or as part 

Feeling Mutual, believes it depends on 
the context. ì Ultimately, face to face 
focus groups have many advantages 
over groups by webcam. Ití s easier to 
build rapport, explain stimulus, manage 
group dynamics and develop an intuitive 
understanding of people.î

However, he cautions that there is a lot 
more to online qualitative research than 
webcam focus groups. ì For example, 
thereí s asynchronous online and mobile 
methods, which mean  you get feedback 
from people across a few days, rather 
than in real  time.  

ì I believe that, on balance, 
asynchronous online qual gives you 
more than face to face groups. Thatí s 
why we specialise in online and mobile 
qual, as we believe it is the gold standard 
for most qual research briefs.î  

He outlines the benefits of 
asynchronous online and mobile 
methods as he sees them: ì They 
encourage more emotional disclosure 
and stronger validity, plus theyí re much 
richer in colour and you get way more 
depth than the equivalent in face to face 
focus groups.  Participantsí  answers can 
be given in private, so they are not 
influenced by what others say. Also, they 
answer from the comfort of their 
everyday environment, rather than 
artificial viewing facilities. This inspires 
more candid emotional disclosures and 
reduces the risk of participants posturing 
in front of others.î

!"#$%&$'()*$+,-%.$/0,%&.1
Focus groups have got a bad rap in 
recent years; Market Research Society 
(MRS) president Saj Arshad discussed 
their relevance in an interview with 
outgoing president Jan Gooding at the 
MRS conference in March. ì Ití s all too 
easy to default to methodologies that 
have been used over a long time. 
We owe it to ourselves to take advantage 
of the full panoply of newer tools and 
methodologies now availableî , he 
comments. ì There is a role for them
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[focus groups], but I would definitely like 
to see them run alongside more 
quantitative, purer methods of research, 
such as ethnographies and data mining.î

Brooke Ramsdale, managing director 
and country service line leader, 
qualitative and communities, at Ipsos in 
the UK, agrees with Arshad that focus 
groups are only one part of the toolkit. 
ì We would never recommend making 
big decisions based on focus groups 
aloneî , she says. 

ì At Ipsos, we have every qual method 
at our disposal: long term communities, 
qualitative social intelligence analytics, 

workshops, ideation sessions, curation, 
ethnography, in the moment qualitative 
mobile reaction, augmented reality, 
virtual reality, and, indeed, groups and 
depths ñ  and letí s not forget the role of 
quant, too. While we moved away from 
groups when Covid hit, we still have 
briefs that really cry out for a face to face 
method. We had clients who paused key 
studies [during the pandemic] because 
focus groups are the best way to get at 
the nub of their problem.î

A combined approach will most likely 
be the way forward when it comes to 
formulating the new normal of insights 

research, but in person interviews will 
always have their place. 

As Abbott at The Behavioural 
Architects observes: ì Ití s powerful, 
being there with people in person. 
A! er all, ití s not just what respondents 
say, but what they leave out, and 
thatí s easier to gauge in real life. 

ì Being in the participantí s world as 
a researcher gives you a fuller 
picture of whatí s going on, including 
the chance to observe and pick up 
on things that they might not 
think to share, but which could be of 
vital importance.î

!"#$%$&'(&)&%*+$&,*%&,*-.(&/%*.0(1&2.3&4&5*.+6&
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Sound of 
success

Long known for its first-class customer service and exemplary employee 
retention rates, Richer Sounds is braving the perfect storm of Brexit, Covid-19 

and the Ukraine conflict to emerge as a stand-out hero of the high street. 
Jane Simms catches up with chief executive Julie Abraham

Abraham didní t see her promotion coming. ì When Julian started 
to talk about a successor, never in a million years did I think it 
would be me,î  she says. ì He obviously spotted something in me 
that even I didní t know was there.î

There were several things, says Richer. ì Julie had no background 
in electronics when she joined us, but she did a few di!erent 
things round the business and adapted very well. Sheí s loyal, 
hardworking and well liked, but, most important for a leader, she 
has great judgement.î

Unusually for Richer Sounds, Abraham joined head o!ice from 
the outside. In common with the other directors though, sheí s been 
at the company a long time ñ  indeed, her 28 year tenure makes her 
something of a newbie. She had been working for IBM in Bahrain 
and, while back in the UK on holiday, had co!ee with a friend who 
was marketing director at Richer Sounds.

ì The next thing I knew, Ií d agreed to have an interview for a job,î  
she recalls. Shortly a"erwards, on the day the company opened its 
14th store, she joined as a purchasing analyst. ì It was a big 
departureî , Abraham admits, ì but Richer Sounds was small and 
dynamic, so I had the chance to progress.î  

The company has always recruited on attitude and personality, 
confident it can train people in the right skills. Abraham headed up 
stock control and purchasing, as well as IT, as she worked her way 
through ñ  and up ñ  the business.

ì Then, one bank holiday at Christmas, Julian rang me out of the 
blue and asked me if Ií d like to take over from him one day,î  she 
says. ì I thought it was a bit like one of those little ë Break in case of 
emergencyí  boxes you see. He gave me a week or so to think about 
it and I realised there was more to it than that.î

It has been, she adds, ì fantasticî  to work so closely with the man 
whose legendary leadership skills and business philosophy are 
encapsulated in the cult classic !"#$%&'"#($)*+, now in its sixth 
edition, and embraced by a ra" of retailers eager to see what a 
sprinkling of Richer dust might do for their organisations. 

Instead of the resentment that can o"en creep in when a founder 
stays too close to a new management team, Abraham counts 
herself and her colleagues ì very luckyî  that Richer, who calls 

Thirteen years ñ  and counting ñ  feels like a long 
apprenticeship. But Julie Abraham, anointed by Richer 
Sounds founder Julian Richer in 2009 as his eventual 
successor, has relished every day of it. 

Eight years of close mentoring until Richer formally appointed 
her as chief executive in 2017 allowed her ì to learn from everything 
Julianí s learned over the yearsî , she says, adding: ì I feel very 
privileged to have had that opportunity.î  As the company battles 
the fallout from the pandemic and Brexit, combined with the rising 
cost of living, the learning curve goes on.

Many entrepreneurs struggle to relinquish control of the 
companies they have founded, usually to the detriment of those 
businesses, but Richer has long been preoccupied with succession. 
The most tangible and high profile manifestation of this was his 
decision, in May 2019, to transfer 60% of the shares in Richer 
Sounds, the hi fi and TV retail chain he founded in 1978, to his 
employees. He had just turned 60 ñ  the age at which his father died 
suddenly ñ  and he felt the time was right to pass the baton.

!"##
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himself ë managing directorí , 
has remained involved. ì The 
more we can learn from him, 
the stronger we will be if and 
when he ever decides to step 
back and retire,î  she says.

When Richer transferred his 
shares into the Employee Ownership Trust, he did step back, 
leaving the management board to run the business and spending 
more time on his own projects and philanthropic activities. But 
when the pandemic hit, the neat division of responsibilities came to 
an untimely end.  

ì Julian says he grabbed the reins from me, and I say I threw them 
at him,î  laughs Abraham. The first few months of the pandemic 
were ì horrendous,î  she acknowledges. ì There was a constant worry 
that the warehouse would have to close because of an outbreak of 
Covid, which would mean the business wouldní t be able to operate. 
We didní t really know if weí d survive.î

Richer Sounds has long prided itself on holding its own against 
big online retailers such as Amazon because of its knowledgeable 
sta!, exemplary customer service and competitive prices, but it 

also had web and telesales 
operations. Once it realised 
customers still wanted to buy 
from it, pandemic 
notwithstanding, it started 
to bring store colleagues 
back o! furlough and 

migrated them onto these platforms. ì We called them our laptop 
army,î  says Abraham. ì They delivered the same advice as before, 
but virtually, and goods were delivered direct to customersí  homes 
from the warehouse.î  

Tough though it was, she maintains that the company has 
emerged stronger than it was before. It set up its own warehouse 
last year to avoid being dependent on a third party logistics 
provider and now o!ers video calls to customers to help them 
install their new kit and make sure it works in situ. Indeed, results 
for the 2020/21 financial year were so healthy that the business was 
able to return to the Treasury almost £500,000 of the support it had 
received to weather the crisis.

Things arení t getting any easier, however. ì Weí ve been hit by 
stock shortages because factories in China have been opening and 
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closing due to ongoing 
lockdowns, there was a fire in 
the factory that supplies most 
of the worldí s computer chips, 
the container ship that got 
stuck in the Suez Canal 
dammed up worldwide 
shipping, Brexit has caused issues at the portsÖ  You name it, 
weí ve been hit with it in the past couple of years,î  says Abraham. 
ì And now weí ve got the dreadful situation in Ukraine, plus inflation, 
National Insurance and energy costs are all rising. It really is a 
perfect storm.î

Consumer behaviour has definitely changed, she adds. ì I havení t 
quite been able to work out what the pattern is yet, but there are 
definite signs that people are more cautious in their spending.î

The business is managing the uncertainty by ì just being very 
agile, thinking on our feetî , Abraham says. ì The purchasing 
department are spinning plates to try to ensure we have the stock 
that customers want, and we are also doing regular promotions. 
Weí ve just got to stay on our game and make sure we can always 
o!er the most competitive price on a day by day basis.î

The split between in store and online sales has almost returned 
to its pre pandemic ratio of 80/20 in favour of stores (it is now 
70/30), suggesting that the high street is not as dead as some 
suggest. ì Ií d love to see us steady at 75/25, and grow the overall 
cake,î  says Abraham. ì Thatí s a work in progress.î

The route to continued success remains a relentless focus on 
colleagues. ì As Julian says, if you look a"er your people theyí ll look 

a"er you,î  remarks Abraham, 
explaining that engaged, 
motivated and well trained 
sta!, combined with good
value products, make for 
happy customers. ì If you put 
people before profit, the profits 

tend to follow.î
The company uses a ra" of techniques to motivate sta!, from 

letting them use the companyí s 12 holiday homes, to daily 
training (in work time) and a sta! suggestion scheme. Shrinkage is 
around 0.1% of sales, a fraction of the 1% to 2% typical of the 
high street, and labour turnover is less than 10%, meaning the 
company saves millions on recruitment and sustains consistently 
high customer service. 

The fact that sta! are now shareholders, receive a windfall 
payment of £1,000 for every year they have worked in the business, 
and benefit from an annual profit share payment, has boosted 
engagement further still.

Abraham explains: ì All our stores are set up almost as 
independent businesses, so the manager and deputy manager 
are paid on the success and profits of their own store. But with 
profit share on top, they are interested in everyone elseí s 
performance too.î

Abraham nails her colours to the mast in her LinkedIn profile, 
which is less about her than it is about the values Richer Sounds 
espouses. A signatory to the Good Business Charter (which Richer 
was instrumental in setting up), accredited by the Living Wage 
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Foundation, and holder of the Fair Tax Mark, she asks that 
organisations seeking to do business with Richer Sounds are 
similarly accredited to demonstrate their adherence to good 
business principles. ì To be honest, I only put that on LinkedIn to 
stop all the flipping emails I got from people trying to sell me stu!, 
which drove me nuts,î  she admits. ì But this is the way we do 
business, and we want others who do business with us to do the 
same. It is in our supplier code of conduct.î

Ití s almost impossible to quantify the e!ect of being an ethical 
business, Abraham says, because ití s aways been in their DNA. 
ì Ití s part of our culture, and we are absolutely not doing it for 
marketing purposes. However, we use the accreditations as an 
opportunity to reinforce that this is the way we do business ñ  and 
are proud of it ñ  on social media.î

The response is ì phenomenalî , she adds ñ  far more so than for 
product announcements or other business news. ì When we 
announced the Employee Ownership Trust, it went mad. 
Stories like that seem to gain an awful lot of very positive traction 
with customers.î

Independent accreditation is a way for consumers to see that you 
are walking the talk, not just talking a good game, she points out ñ  
but how does the company know that everyone in the business 
buys in? Abraham explains that, because colleagues have been 
imbued in the firmí s values from the day they join, it is second 
nature to behave correctly. She adds that the regular contact all 
sta! have with senior people, combined with weekly morale 
surveys, results in the top team being able to quickly spot the signs 
of anything going awry, and address them.

With only 500 colleagues, the directors pretty much know 
everyone anyway, she says ñ  and the value of having a long
standing, tight knit management board also means the directors 
know each other and the business very well.

ì Thereí s always someone who can say, ë well, we did this before, 
letí s try it againí ,î  she notes. ì I o"en find with people coming in, 
even consultants, that I have to spend a long time trying to explain 

the culture to them. Which is why we always look to the stores first 
to find someone who might fit a particular role. 

ì Store colleagues also understand the products and the 
customers better than anyone, of course.î

Ití s no accident that Richer Sounds won the !"#$"%&Retailer of the 
Year award again in 2021, with a clean sweep of five star ratings 
across 10 categories, including product range and availability, 
product quality, sta! helpfulness and knowledge, and value for 
money. Its customer score was 92%, five percentage points higher 
than that of John Lewis.

Richer has described the sta! suggestion scheme as ë the oil wellí  
of the business. The bell outside every shop was the suggestion of 
a manager nearly 30 years ago, who was concerned that when his 
branch was busy, he might not see a customer in a wheelchair 
wanting to come in (the shop doors are always closed to protect 
sta! from pollution). 

Likewise, the comprehensive ë jargon busterí  section on the 
website was a sta! suggestion. Abraham says: ì Most of what I do 
every day has stemmed from a sta! suggestion at some point. 
As well as being the cornerstone of innovation at the business, 
it is a great way to make sta! feel involved. Everyone knows they 
can contribute.î

Since the transfer of ownership, employees are even more 
involved in which suggestions should be implemented, referring 
them to heads of department only at the end of the process. 
Similarly, colleagues are more involved in the companyí s 
philanthropic activities, encapsulated in the new Richer Sounds 
Foundation. ì Ií m not allowed to be involved ñ  though I can add my 
two pennorth if Ií m asked,î  says Abraham.

Perhaps one of the reasons Richer and Abraham work so well 
together is that they are completely di!erent. ì Ií m a lunatic 
maverick entrepreneur, and Julie is far more sensible,î  says Richer. 
ì I have crazy ideas and she will give me the reasons why they woní t 
ñ  or sometimes will ñ  work. It comes down to judgement again.î  

Abraham agrees. ì We complement each other,î  she says. ì Julian 
is brilliant at thinking of the worst case scenarios, whereas I tend to 
be a bit more relaxed ñ  though a colleague did recently describe me 
as ë a velvet steamrollerí . Sometimes we agree to di!er, sometimes 
we compromise, but he always listens to me. I wouldní t have lasted 
this long as his successor if weí d not been able to talk about things.î

One thing they are absolutely in tune over is the importance of 
succession. ì I think a weakness in the past has been that, while we 
have had a great set of directors, the people below them have not 
been ready,î  Abraham says. 

Suddenly losing a very senior colleague from one particular 
department during Covid was a bit of a wake up call. So she 
recently instituted a series of ë Julieí s succession sessionsí , which will 
focus on developing leadership skills in people below board level. 

As the number of stores is likely to remain fairly constant (Richer 
made a strategic decision early on to open stores only in freehold 
premises in areas of high density population), Abraham will 
concentrate on ensuring the business remains agile and adaptable.

ì Ií d hate to think that all the work Julian has done to get us this 
far would be ruined because we doní t have a plan in place for the 
future generation,î  she concludes.
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The costo fl iving crisis has come roaring to 
the fore. Brands need to be savvy and 
rethink their marketing strategies to 
successfully navigate the challenging times 
ahead, as Rob Gray reports

Untethered times
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%E*.4F.*(XA'$"&%?(Ua.(H&%G($#D*(
$13%4#"&#(#%(*-%G(E4"&B*(G-"#(
+%&*A1.4*("4.(B%$&<c(G-.4.(3.%3'.("4.(
+A##$&<(E"+Hb(G-"#(#-.;(G"&#(E4"&B*(#%(
B%b(-%G(#-.;("4.(<%$&<(#%(*-%3(
differently; where they might be holding 
E"+H(#-.$4(*3.&B I(E.+"A*.(#-"#($13"+#*(
*%(1"&;(E4"&B*?(a-.&($#(G"*(8$4*#(

B.*$<&.B,(G.(B$B&D#(H&%G($#(G%A'B(E.("*(3%3A'"4("*(
$# $*?(K'$.&#*(-"F.('%F.B($#,(4.*3%&B.B(4."'';(G.'',("&B(
"*H.B(8%4(1%4.?W(
a.D''(+%1.(E"+H(#%(*%1.($''A1$&"#$&<(8$&B$&<*(84%1(

[&*#"&#([13"+#("&B(#-.(_'%E"' L"4%1.#.4("('$##'.('"#.4(
%&?(LA#(8$4*#,('.#D*(.J"1$&.(*%1.(%8(#-.(4."*%&*(E4"&B*(
&..B(#%(E.(%&(#%3(%8(#-.(KQRK?

!"##$%&'#('&)$*+',$#-'#-"'.)$+$+
L4"&B*(B%&D#(.J$*#($&($*%'"#$%&(84%1(#-.(%A#*$B.(G%4'B?(
2*(!$HH$(KA&&$&<-"1,(1"&"<$&<(B$4.+#%4(%8(+4."#$F.(
E4"&B$&<("<.&+;(KA4$%A*,(%E*.4F.*,(#-.;("4.(8%4.F.4(
*-"3.B(E;(#-.$4(*A44%A&B$&<*,(G-$+-(+"''*(8%4("&(
A&B.4*#"&B$&<(%8(#-.(3%'$#$+"'(+'$1"#.("&B(+A'#A4"'(
*-$8#*,("&B(4."+#$%&(#%(#-$*(E"*.B(%&(#-.$4(+%4.(E4"&B?(
@-.(8A&B"1.&#"'(&"#A4.(%8("(E4"&B($*(#%(4.34.*.&#("(
*-%4#-"&B(8%4(-%G(+%&*A1.4*(*-%A'B(8..'(G-.&(A*$&<(
#-.$4(34%BA+#(%4(*.4F$+.?

/0(%+12")+'3)"'-34$%&'
#('.-3%&"'#-"$)'+-(**$%&'
5"-34$(1)+'61$.789:'+('

23)7"#')"+"3).-'.(2*3%$"+'
-34"'#('3;3*#'61$.789'#((<'
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!"#$%&'()*'+*,-.-/0%&1-(-(%-(%'/$%)#2)%&2/3)%4$%2.'-5$5%

46%412/5(7%4$&28($%-)%5-1$&),6%-9:2&)(%#';%&'/(89$1(%

(:$/5%)#$-1%9'/$67<%(26(%=8//-/0#29>%!?12/5(%/$$5%

)'%+-/5%2%;26%)'%5$9'/()12)$%#';%)#$6%1$,2)$%)'%)#$-1%

&8()'9$1(3%/$$5(%2/5%:26%2))$/)-'/%)'%;#2)%)#$-1%

:1-'1-)-$(%21$>%"#$6%/$$5%)'%(#';%#';%)#$6%&2/%

(8::'1)%)#$-1%&8()'9$1(%2/5%#2.$%2%:'(-)-.$%-9:2&)%

'/ )#$-1%,-+$%)#2)%'8);$-0#(%)#$%/$$5%)'%&8)%5';/%'/%

(:$/5-/0>%@+%)#$6%&2/%5'%)#-(7%)#$6%;-,,%4$%24,$%)'%

1$92-/%2%:,8(7%12)#$1%)#2/%2%9-/8(><

A'1$%:$':,$%21$%/';%9'1$%;'11-$5%24'8)%)#$-1%

+-/2/&$(%BCDEF%)#2/%)#$6%21$%24'8)%&2)&#-/0%='.-5*GH%

BCCEF7%2&&'15-/0%)'%1$($21&#$1(%2)%I/-.$1(-)6%=',,$0$%

J'/5'/%BI=JF7%;#'%&'/58&)$5%)#$%='.-5*GH%K'&-2,%

K)8567%('9$)#-/0%)#2)%-(%-/5-&2)-.$%'+%)#$%($1-'8(/$((%

'+%)#$%(-)82)-'/>%"#$($%+-/5-/0(%21$%42($5%'/%2%(81.$6%

'+%LD7MHN%:$':,$7%+8/5$5%46%&#21-)24,$%)18()%)#$%

Nuffield Foundation, public body UK Research and 
Innovation (UKRI), and the charity Wellcome, and 
(#';%)#2)%)#$%1$)81/%)'%9'1$%O/'192,3%:'()*,'&P5';/%

,-.-/0%#2(%/')%#25%2,,%)#$%9$/)2,%#$2,)#%4$/$+-)(%)#2)%

:$':,$%/$&$((21-,6%$Q:$&)$5>%R1';-/0%&'/&$1/(%24'8)%

finances, says lead author Dr Daisy Fancourt, of the 
I=J%@/()-)8)$%'+%S:-5$9-','06%T%U$2,)#%=21$7%

(800$()%)#2)%/$;%:(6&#','0-&2,%()1$(('1(%21$%4$&'9-/0%

5'9-/2/)%+'1%-/5-.-582,(>%

“We know that when you struggle to make ends 
meet it will affect your mental health,” says Max 
"$9:,$17%1$($21&#%5-1$&)'1%2)%?1-)2-/"#-/P(>%!V$)7%

we also know that the effects of the COLC vary 

!!"#$%&'!()$*('

!!""
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!"#$%&'()*+,-./0)1.2'.#''&.%$.#3)#!'&.3#&'($1)#&%#4.
"5.0"2.5)!1"($.$3!0.)$.6'#1)+.0')+107.%#1'()!1%"#.
2%10 +"!)+.!"663#%1%'$7.5%#)#!%)+.%68)!17.$"!%)+%$%#4.
)#&.%#!(')$'&.2"(9%#4.0"3($.%#1'()!1.2%10."#'.
)#"10'(-./'.)+$".#''&.1".!"#$%&'(.0"2.2'.&'5%#'.
:'$$'#1%)+$;-.<2'#1,.,')($.)4"7.).6"*%+'.80"#'."(.
%#1'(#'1.)!!'$$.2"3+&#;1.0)='.*''#.10"3401."5.)$.
'$$'#1%)+-.>"(.$"6'.8'"8+'7.10'.)*%+%1,.1".0)='.).
!(')1%='."31+'1.6%401.*'.!"#$%&'('&.)#.'$$'#1%)+.5)!1"(.
%#.6)%#1)%#%#4.10'%(.6'#1)+.0')+10-./0)1.&"'$.
:'$$'#1%)+;.6')#.5"(.8'"8+'.%#.?@??AB.

<0%$.%$.%#&''&.)#.%#1'('$1%#4.C3'$1%"#-.<"+3#);$.
DEF5"!3$'&.G#$1)#1.G68)!1.$3(=',.5%#&%#4$.5("6.H8(%+.
$0"2.10)1.).6"*%+'.80"#'.!"#1()!1.1"8$.10'.+%$1."5.
10%#4$.8'"8+'.)('.+')$1.2%++%#4.1".5"(4"7.5"++"2'&.*,.
<I.$3*$!(%81%"#$.)#&.&(%#9%#4.)+!"0"+.)1.0"6'-.G1.
$''6$.6)#,.!"#$36'($.&".%#&''&.!"#$%&'(.10'%(.
80"#'$.1".*'.'$$'#1%)+.%1'6$-.J,.!"#1()$17.KLM."5.
8'"8+'.)('.8('8)('&.1".!31.*)!9."#.')1%#4."317.).LM.
(%$'."#.10'.8('=%"3$.6"#10N.KOM.PQKMR.)('.(')&,.
1" ('&3!'.$8'#&."#.1)9')2),$N.)#&.OSM.P)+$".QKMR.
1" !31.&"2#."#.&(%#9%#4.)+!"0"+.%#.83*$.)#&.*)($-.
T"('.#%401$.%#.5("#1."5.10'.<I.)('.
!+')(+,."#.10'.!)(&$-

<0'$'.*'0)=%"3($.)('.*'%#4.&(%='#.
*, (')+.5%#)#!%)+.2"((%'$-.<0'.$)6'.
<"+3#).('$')(!0.5"3#&.UVM."5.DE.
!"#$36'($.1".*'.:='(,;."(.:'W1('6'+,.
!"#!'(#'&;.)*"31.10'%(.8'($"#)+.
5%#)#!%)+.$'!3(%1,7.).LM.(%$'."#.10'.
8('=%"3$.6"#10-.<0'.!"$1."5.4("!'(,.
$0"88%#4.%$.20'('.10',.5'+1.6"$1.
%68)!1'&7.PUUMR.&(%='#.6"$1+,.*,.#"1%!')*+'.8(%!'.
(%$'$.%#.5('$0.)#&.!0%++'&.8("&3!'-.

In an effort to keep spending under control, there is 
'=%&'#!'.10)1.$"6'.!"#$36'($.)('.!0)#4%#4.10'%(.
$0"88%#4.*'0)=%"3(-.>"(.'W)68+'7.*3,%#4.6"('.
"2#F+)*'+7.!0)#4%#4.*()#&$7."(.=%$%1%#4.6"('.$1"('$.%#.
$')(!0."5.*'11'(.=)+3'-.X+')(+,7.*'0)=%"3(.!0)#4'."5.
10%$.9%#&.0)$.$%4#%5%!)#1.%68+%!)1%"#$.5"(.4("!'(,.
*()#&$.)#&.('1)%+'($-

“All of this will come down to different people’s 
8'($"#)+.$%13)1%"#$7B.$),$.Y)((%$.G#1'()!1%=';$.Z3+%)#"-.
“How are they trading off everyday luxuries versus 
*%4F1%!9'1.+3W3(%'$A.Y"2.)('.10',.)88"(1%"#%#4.10'.
6"#',.10)1;$ +'51A.Y"2.)('.10',.)*+'.1".6)9'.'#&$.
6''1.5("6.10)1.8'($8'!1%='AB

["6'.8'"8+'7.$0'.)&&$7.2%++.*'.&'1'(6%#'&.#"1.1".
4%='.38.).0"+%&),.)*(")&.*'!)3$'.X"=%&.0)$.8('='#1'&.
10'6.5("6.1()='++%#4.5"(.12".,')($.)#&.10',.)('.
8(%"(%1%$%#4.10)1.'W8'(%'#!'-.\10'($.5''+%#4.10'.8%#!0.
6),.!"#$%&'(.10)1.%#1'(#)1%"#)+.1()='+.%$.$"6'10%#4.
2"(10.$)!(%5%!%#4.1".*)+)#!'.10'.&"6'$1%!.*""9$-.

J()#&$.0)='.).*%4.!0"%!'.1".6)9'.%#.1'(6$."5.0"2.
10%$.8+),$.%#1".6)(9'1%#4.$1()1'4,-.]".10',.1)+9.)*"31.

8(%!'.*'!)3$'.%1.%$.$".1"8."5.6%#&7."(.&".10',.!"#1%#3'.
1".8+34.10'%(.$3$1)%#)*%+%1,.)#&.$"!%)+.!('&'#1%)+$7.
4%='#.10)1.10%$.$1%++.6)11'($.1".!"#$36'($A.
<"+3#);$ ^+"*)+.J)("6'1'(.('$')(!0.5"3#&.10)1.
LVM "5.!"#$36'($.2)#1.*()#&$.1".*'._$%#!'('.
)#& )310'#1%!B.%#.20)1.10',.&"7.)#&.U`M.2)#1.1".
$'' (')+.!"66%16'#1.1".('&3!%#4.8)!9)4%#47.
'$8'!%)++,.8+)$1%!$-.

!"#$%&'()$*'+,-.")+.'/&-.'/
<"+3#).%$.8("=%&%#4.).*'$8"9'."81%"#.5"(.!+%'#1$.20".
2)#1.*()#&F."(.!)1'4"(,F$8'!%5%!.%#$%401$.%#1".0"2.
COLC is affecting their consumers. “Some clients 
0)='.)$9'&.3$.1".$'1.38.1()!9'($.1".0'+8.10'6.2%10.
10'%(.!"#$36'(.'68)10,7B.'W8+)%#$.Z3+%)#"-._/'.)('.
0'+8%#4.10'6.3#&'($1)#&.)#&.+%$1'#.1".!"#$36'($.%#.
20%!0'='(.6)(9'1$.)('.$8'!%5%!.1".10'67.)("3#&.
20)1'='(.!)1'4"(%'$.)('.$8'!%5%!.1".10'67.)#&.2'.)('.
1()!9%#4.10)1."='(.1%6'-./'.$'1.10)1.38.C3%!9+,7.*31.
2' 0)='.831.).+"1."5.10"3401.%#1".10'.&'$%4#-.
\*=%"3$+,7.2'.&"#;1.,'1.9#"2.20'('.10%#4$.)('.
4"%#4 1".4".#'W1.6"#10."(.53(10'(."317.$".2';='.

1(%'& 0)(&.1".&'='+"8.1()!9'($.5%1.5"(.10'.
5313('.'="+31%"#."5.10%$.!(%$%$-B

a'1;$.1)9'.10'.5%!1%1%"3$.'W)68+'."5.
*'$8"9'.('$')(!0.5"(.).,"403(1.
6)#35)!13('(-.Z3+%)#".'W8+)%#$.10)1.10%$.
2"3+&.*'4%#.*,.'W8+"(%#4.0"2.8'"8+'.
6%401.*'4%#.1".!0)#4'7.$1)(1%#4.)1.).
6)!(".+'='+.2%10.20)1.%$.%68)!1%#4.10'%(.
+%='$.)#&.20)1.10'%(.8(%"(%1%'$.)('-.G$.
their financial situation being affected, 

)#&.1".20)1.'W1'#1A.<0'.('$')(!0.2"3+&.10'#.&(%++.
&"2#.1".10'.8("&3!1b!)1'4"(,.+'='+.1".'$1)*+%$0.
20'10'(.!"#$36'($.%#1'#&.*3,%#4.6"('."(.+'$$."5.10'.
*()#&7.20'10'(.10',.0)='.#"1%!'&.8(%!'.%#!(')$'$."(.
)=)%+)*%+%1,.%$$3'$7.)#&.20'10'(.10',.0)='.1(%'&.
different brands on promotion or substituted in favour 
"5."2#F+)*'+.8("&3!1$-.

c'(0)8$.%1.%$.).!)$'."5.*3,%#4.*%44'(.8"1$.1".4'1.
*'11'(.=)+3'.d."(.6),*'.*3,%#4.)#.)+1'(#)1%='.1".
,"403(1A.G$.,"403(1.$"6'10%#4.10',.6%401.0)88%+,.+%='.
2%10"31.d.).#%!'.1".0)='7.*31.#"1.#'!'$$)(,.d."(.%$.%1.
) 1(')1."(.'$$'#1%)+.10)1.2%++.$1%++.*'.*"34017.'='#.%5.10)1.
6')#$.$)!(%5%!%#4.$"6'10%#4.'+$'A.

<0%$.$"(1."5.4()#3+)(.%#5"(6)1%"#.!"3+&.6)9'.).*%4.
difference to sales performance, and brands will 
!'(1)%#+,.#''&.1".$1),."#.1"8."5.!"#$36'(.*'0)=%"3(.
)$.10'.!(%$%$.'="+='$-./0%+'.$13&%'$.$3!0.)$.G8$"$;$.
?KF!"3#1(,.^+"*)+.X"#$36'(.X"#5%&'#!'.e)1%"#)+.
G#&'W.$0"2.10)1.1"8+%#'.!"#$36'(.!"#5%&'#!'.0)$.
('!"='('&.$%#!'.10'.2"($1.&),$."5.10'.8)#&'6%!7.10'('.
%$.)+$".).!+')(.'W8'!1)1%"#."5.).5)++.%#.+%=%#4.$1)#&)(&$-.
<0'.8"++.5%#&$.10)1.'!"#"6%!."81%6%$6.0)$.*''#.
&'!+%#%#4.%#.f3("8'.)#&.10'.D[.$%#!'.6%&F?@?gh.%#.$%W.

!"#$%#&

!"#$%&'()#*(&''

''()

01"#'2+)'..2)/*)3&'2)#)4#5)
/*)2.-*'+/"#/.)6*4)/6.5)
".7#/.)/*)/6.&")$,+/*-."+8)
'..2+)#'2)9#5)#//.'/&*')/*)
46#/)/6.&")9"&*"&/&.+)#".:)
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!"#$!%$&'$(!")#*+,-$.,--$#/0)$/0.%$%,,.$#/,1$0*,$!)$0$
%+)0)(+0..1$-!")2$%!!#+)34
56/0#$+-$+)#,*,-#+)3$07!"#$#/,$("**,)#$%!!2$0)2$

,),*31$8*+(,$(*")(/$+-$#/0#$0..$-!*#-$!%$!*30)+-0#+!)- 9$
%*!:$(/0*+#+,-$#!$7*0)2-$#!$(,)#*0.$70);$3!<,*)!*-$9
0*,$+)#,*,-#,2$+)$/!=$8,!8.,$0*,$*,0(#+)3$0)2$
7,/0<+)3>?$-01-$@8-!-$ABC$D,)$E03,4$5F$;,1$%+)2+)3$
+-$#/0#>$+)$:!-#$(!")#*+,->$(!)-":,*-$0*,$-#+..$
")2,*,-#+:0#+)3$/!=$702$+#$:+3/#$3,#4$C%$(!"*-,>$=,$
(0)$-,,$8,!8.,$-=+#(/+)3$#!$8*+<0#,$7*0)2->$:!<+)3$#!$
#/,$2+-(!")#,*-$0)2$("##+)3$#/,+*$2+-(*,#+!)0*1$-8,)2$
!)$,0#+)3$!"#>$7+3G#+(;,#$+#,:-$-"(/$0-$(0*->$0)2$!)$
:0H!*$/!"-,/!.2$3!!2-$9$7"#>$-!$%0*>$)!#$0-;+)3$%!*$
=03,$*+-,-4$I/,-,$*,:0+)$=,..$7,.!=$+)%.0#+!)J$=,$=+..$
7,$#*0(;+)3$/!=$#/+-$(/0)3,-4
5I/,$(!-#G!%G.+<+)3$(*+-+-$+-$!).1$H"-#$7,3+))+)3$0)2$

+#-$(!)-,K",)(,-$0*,$")8*,2+(#07.,4$L!*$(!")#*+,-$
#/0# +:8!*#$%",.$0)2$%!!2>$+#$:01$7,$,M+-#,)#+0.4$
N"(/ !%$O!*#/$F%*+(0$0)2$-!:,$F-+0)$(!")#*+,-$
%0(, :"(/$:!*,$-,<,*,$8*!7.,:-$#/0)$#/,$PQ>$0$-#+..$
*,.0#+<,.1$*+(/$(!")#*14$I/,$.!)3G#,*:$8!.+#+(0.$
(!)-,K",)(,->$0- =+#/$#/,$R%+)0)(+0.S$(*0-/$!%$T''U>$
0*,$)!#$+::,2+0#,.1$<+-+7.,>$7"#$#/,1$=+..$
7,$+)$1,0*-$#!$(!:,4?
E03,$*+3/#.1$8!+)#-$!"#$#/0#$(/0*+#+,-$

0*,$#0;+)3$0$;,,)$+)#,*,-#$+)$#/,$ACVA>$
=/+(/$+-$")2,*-#0)207.,$3+<,)$#/,$
8!#,)#+0.$*,<,)",$-K",,W,$0)2$*+-,$+)$
(!-#-$#/0#$:0)1$0*,$%0(+)34$X,-,0*(/$
0:!)3$YZ[$(/0*+#1$.,02,*->$(!)2"(#,2$
71$\!"]!<$+)$F8*+.$!)$7,/0.%$!%$#/,$
A/0*+#+,-$F+2$L!")20#+!)$^AFL_>$%!")2$
#/0#$!),G#/+*2$%,0*$%!*$#/,+*$-"*<+<0.>$0)2$U`a$0*,$
=!**+,2$07!"#$#/,$+:80(#$#/0#$*+-+)3$.+<+)3$(!-#-$0*,$
/0<+)3$!)$8,!8.,$=/!$*,.1$!)$#/,+*$-,*<+(,-4$
X,-8!)2+)3$#!$#/,$%+)2+)3->$F.+-!)$I01.!*>$(/+,%$

,M,("#+<,$!%$AFL$D0);$0)2$A/0*+#1$b,*<+(,->$=0*)-$
#/0#$#/,$-,(#!*$%0(,-$0$58,*%,(#$-#!*:?>$=+#/$#+3/#,)+)3$
/!"-,/!.2$7"23,#-$+:80(#+)3$2!)0#+!)-$0)2$*+-+)3$
!8,*0#+)3$(!-#-$9$0)2>$-02.1>$#/+-$:,0)-$-!:,$
(/0*+#+,-$0*,$").+;,.1$#!$-"*<+<,$#/+-$1,0*4$N0)1$0*,$!)$
#,)#,*/!!;->$=0+#+)3$#!$-,,$/!=$%0*$#/,$-K",,W,$!)$
(!)-":,*$%+)0)(,-$,*!2,-$(/0*+#07.,$3+<+)3$0)2$#*1+)3$
#!$%+3"*,$!"#$/!=$#/,1$(0)$:!7+.+-,$#/!-,$.,0-#$
affected by the crisis to do more.   
@)$#/,$8*+<0#,$-,(#!*>$7*0)2-$0*,$*,-8!)2+)3$#!$-!:,$

(.,0*$(!)-":,*$7,/0<+!"*$-/+%#-$+)$-,<,*0.$=01-4$
b:0*#$%*"30.+#1$+-$0$:+)2-,#$7,+)3$(/0:8+!),2$71$
7*0)2-$%*!:$@QBF$#!$D0*(.01->$=/,*,$#0;+)3$0$:!*,$
8*"2,)#$088*!0(/$+-$,)(!"*03,2$0-$#/,$=01$0..$
-,)-+7.,$-/!88,*-$-/!".2$/,024$I/+-$/0-$#/,$2!"7.,$
7,),%+#$!%$7,+)3$8!-+#+!),2$0-$%+)0)(+0..1$0-#"#,$0)2$
-"-#0+)07.,>$0-$+#$7,##,*$8*!#,(#-$#/,$B0*#/c-$*,-!"*(,-4
A!)#+)"+)3$=+#/$#/+-$#/,:,>$-,<,*0.$7*0)2-$0*,$

,:7*0(+)3$#/,$-,(!)2G/0)2$:0*;,#8.0(,4$6/+.,$,D01$

0)2$d,8!8$/0<,$7"+.#$7"-+),--,-$0*!")2$#/+->$7*0)2-$
0)2$*,#0+.,*-$0*,$)!=$3,##+)3$+)$!)$#/,$0(#$9$0-$-,,)$
=+#/$A!-$X,-,..$0)2$b,.%*+23,-c$X,-,..%*+23,-4$N+(/,.0$
]*0(+>$-#*0#,31$80*#),*$0#$2,-+3)$03,)(1$A!.,1$E!*#,*$
D,..$9$=/,*,$-/,$=!*;-$0(*!--$(.+,)#-$-"(/$0-$I,-(!>$
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Understanding the 
Agile Research 
Landscape

Scan me!

Website: tolunacorporate.com

We surveyed Insights and 
Marketing professionals from 
across the globe to understand 
the state of the agile research 
landscapeó and where it's headed 
going forward.

` 395 Insights and Marketing 
Professionals
25 Industries
14 Global Markets

`

`

To get the full report on how 
Marketing and Insights Professionals 
plan to simplify their research 
journey, scan the QR code below.
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Delivering real-time tailored insights in a crisis
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!hat does it mean to be 
a ë citizen of the worldí?  
At a time of political 
and economic unrest, 

and recovery from the Covid 19 
pandemic ñ a nd following a period of 
rising nationalism ñ w hat does an 
ëi nternationalistí l ook like? 

These questions are at the crux of a 
recent push by HSBC to reimagine itself 
and examine its internationalist 
credentials. The British bank, with its 
roots in Hong Kong and Shanghai, is 
one of the worldí s biggest financial 
services firms and has long positioned 
itself as ëth e worldí s local bankí , with 
worldwide operations generating a 
reported profit of $14.7bn and revenues 
in excess of $49bn in 2021. 

However, given the changes afoot in 
the global economy and in many 
societies worldwide, HSBC has been 
using insight to stay ahead of its 
competitors and maintain its 
international credentials. The result 
has been a piece of work focused on 
identifying the characteristics of a 
modern internationalist (see 
boxout), and, ultimately, 
using the findings to shape HSBCí s 
understanding of its brand and 
communications functions.

!"#$%&'#&&()*+,-$(&(#).
The internationalists project was born 
out of a desire to look at how HSBCí s 
brand could continue to evolve, and to 
develop something that could be 
ì creative and catch an emotional nerveî , 

according to Sebastian Mitchinson, 
insight manager at HSBC. ì We have 
been the ë worldí s local bankí . We have 
moved on to a story of ë together we 
thriveí , and, more recently, embraced 
ë opening up a world of opportunityí . 
This is about making sure we are always 
resonating with global audiences. 

ìBut then there is the local factor as 
well. How do you straddle those two 
spheres [local and international], 
particularly in the world as it is now, 
when the pace of change is 
exponential? A lot of our competitors 
are strong in their local markets or 
have di!erent competitors. They are all 
shaping the business audienceí s 
expectations, and we need to keep up 
with that.î

The company uses a range of 
suppliers ñ  from large multinationals, 
such as Kantar and Ipsos, to smaller 
self service suppliers, including 
InMoment and Qualtrics ñ  with 30 to 40 

companies in its ë agency ecosystemí , an 
informal roster for suppliers that acts as 
a form of directory.

For the internationalists project, 
however, the bank was on the lookout 
for fresh voices, as well as its tried and
trusted partners, says Mitchinson. 
Di!erentology eventually won the 
pitch, and the decision was taken to 
focus on ë internationalistsí  as a theme 
for the brand. 

ì I really loved their website ñ  the way 
they presented things hit home with 
me,î  Mitchinson explains. ì I thought this 
could give us something di!erent.

ì We wanted to go a"er 
internationalists, which aligns with our 
brand ambition to be the worldí s 
leading international bank. If we can 
understand those people, their 
mindset and where they are coming 
from, how they approach the world 
and navigate change, and what 
appeals and resonates with them, we 
can shape our point of view around that 
and talk to them.î

What exactly is an internationalist? 
Traditionally, HSBC had examined the 
idea through customersí  needs ñ  a 
consumer having children overseas, 
a business with international trade. The 
new project focused on internationalists 
at an attitudinal level and set out to 
understand aspects of their mindset, 
such as acceptance of other cultures 
and a general open mindedness. This 
broad definition covers approximately 
half of the population.

ì As a bank, we wanted to relook at 

/)+0#'+,+1%))2
HSBC is one of the worldí s leading banks, but is keen to maintain 
its global reach in an increasingly insular world. Liam Kay looks 
at how insights are helping it change focus
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bridging the gap between expectation 
and reality.î

ì We are deliberately decoupling 
brand from marketing,î  he adds. ì That 
is a strategic decision we are making to 
elevate and change what brand means, 
and trying to move brand away from 
being advertising and marcomms to 
being anything that changes and 
influences perceptions of HSBC. 

ìThi s piece of work has done a great 
job in unifying a persona that can 
work across the bank. There is o!en a 
focus on ë a commercial customer looks 
like this; a retail customer looks like 
thisí , while, ultimately, they are just 
people ñ th ere is one brand; there is 
one human.î  

The result is that, as of the end of 
2021, marketing is no longer a function, 
but a discipline within the organisation. 

what international means in light of 
cultural changes and the way the world 
is changing around us, even before 
Covid 19,î s ays Josh Sorene, head of 
brand and reputation performance and 
insights at HSBC. ìP art of this was 
expanding our view of international 
beyond just physical movement of 
people. As a newly formed insight team, 
we want to bring disruptive thinking 
into the bank. This means challenging 
the status quo around what 
international really means.î

The findings confirmed many of the 
aspects of being an internationalist, and 
allowed the bank to understand their 
characteristics and role in society. One 
example, says Mitchinson, is their love 
of stability in an ever changing world, as 
well as a more outward looking 
approach to the world around them. 

ìThe w orld is now based on change, 
and having a moment of stability is a 
fantastic luxury to be savoured. They 
can pivot with change, but also 
embrace the stable moments around 
them,î he s ays.

ìTher eí s an appreciation that the 
individual focus for society is not the 
only way either. Sometimes it pays to be 
more collective, be it looking a!er your 
family or looking a!er the planet. 
Sometimes, we have to work together.î 

!"#$%&'"($)*("
The work has helped change HSBCí s 
approach to its brand, culminating in a 
restructure of the firmí s insights 
function. What was once a single 
insights department has been split into 
three, with one focused on consumer 
wealth, another on business to business 
and commercial, and a smaller, 
crossline business team ñ  led by 
Sorene ñ tha t is sat within the bankí s 
brand and communications 
department. The restructure is part of 
a more radical overhaul of how HSBC 
treats the concept of brand.

ì As a newly formed communication 
and brand function, this allows us to 
elevate the role of the brand,î  says 
Sorene. ìB rands should guide 
how organisations behave. As a 
brand insight team, we are focusing on 

There were two primary drivers behind 
this. One was that marketing would sit 
better within the lines of business. 
Marketing is now more of a short term 
sales function within the business; 
brand has been decoupled from it 
and placed in the communications 
function, which has been renamed as 
ë communications and brandí . 

ì The purpose of that is two fold,î  says 
Sorene. ì One is that there was a feeling 
we were suppressing what we really 
meant by the brand by sitting it within 
marketing. When brand was in 
marketing, brand was logos, designs, 
font sizes and distinctive assets. While 
it is still those things, it is now far 
broader and, as a brand team, we are 
across anything that impacts on how 
people view the bank.î  

He goes on to say: ì A lot of brand 
measures that exist in organisations are 
vanity measures ñ  things such as the 
number of likes and clicks and 
awareness. What does it translate into, 
and can we start to quantify better the 
commercial impact of some of the 
movements we see in the data, and 
demystify what brand means? For too 
many people, brand is some kind of 
wishy washy advertising idea, and we 
are trying to change that. We also need 
to go beyond what consumers think of 
us to understand brand through the 
lens of employees and stakeholders.î

+,#%$("#$"-%&.-/
The restructure means that the global 
head of communications and brand, for 
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A global view
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The research came in four parts: the first 
was an artificial intelligence discourse 
*)5$,'8("%(/$*)*+4,(,0$2"++"E'5$74$")+()'$
ethnographies, online filmed interviews 
*)5$,%*9'&"+5'#$E"#9,&"-,D$B#"6)5$FGG$
respondents took part in the qualitative 
,'/%(")$"2$%&' #','*#/&0$#*)3()3$()$*3'$
2#"8$HI$%"$JI0$*)5$2#"8$')%#'-#')'6#,$
and senior executive team members to 
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careers. There were 18 interviews carried 
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The findings focused on three elements. 
The first was an ‘anatomy of an 
()%'#)*%(")*+(,%K0$E&(/&$,'%$"6%$%&'$
/&*#*/%'#(,%(/,$,'')$()$()%'#)*%(")*+(,%,$
identified in the study. This included 
factors such as being ‘adaptable’, 
‘ambitious’, ‘authentic’, having ‘agency’ 
and being ‘active’ and mobile. These five 
/&*#*/%'#(,%(/,$#'8*()'5$/"),%*)%$
*/#",,$3'"3#*-&(',0$-"+(%(/*+$-'#,6*,(")$
or income level.
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‘navigation system’ for internationalists. 
!"#$8",%0$,%*7(+(%4$E*,$%&'$)'E$+6?6#40$
as world events and global markets 
7'/"8'$8"#'$%6#76+')%D$L&'#'$E*,$
an appreciation for the advances 
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as China, and happiness was viewed as 
the ‘currency of the future’. 
N)%'#)*%(")*+(,%,$E'#'0$-#'5(/%*7+40$
-#"2"6)5+4$*)%(M(,"+*%(")(,%$*)5$
championed openness, connectivity 
and movement, as well as favouring 
sustainable capitalism, innovation 
*)5 %#*),-*#')/4D

The final part of the project examined 
%&#''$"--"#%6)(%(',$2"#$<@O;$*,$*$7#*)5:$
*)%(M(,"+*%(")(,80$/&*)3'$*,$-*#%$"2$%&'$
firm’s DNA, and fluidity in identity and how 
it alters over people’s lifetimes.

the first time, sits on the HSBC board, 
providing direct access to the executive 
team and board for the insights 
divisions. This means that insights work, 
such as the internationalists project, 
has the opportunity to influence 
strategy and take on a far more 
wide ranging role across multiple 
departments at once, avoiding a 
fragmentary or siloed approach. 

An insight guild has been set up to 
ensure insights professionals working 
across the company are adequately 
supported with knowledge, training and 
relationships. There has also been a 
push to democratise access to insights 
across the company through Hall & 
Partnersí H ub platform. The challenge 
in the longer term for HSBC is to get 
more enterprise wide insights and to 
build a story around them.

HSBC has long focused on its 
international profile, as much a legacy 
of its formation during the 19th century 
in Hong Kong as its modern day status 
as a global financial powerhouse. ìO ne 
of the things that becomes very clear as 
a bank is that international is our 
superpower ñ i t is our USP,î  Sorene 
states. ìThe cha llenge is how to make 
international relevant, not just to 
di!erent parts of the bank, but also to 
various countries. How HSBC is seen in 
the UK is very di!erent from how it is 
seen in Singapore, for example.î  

It comes at a time when world 
events ñ fr om Brexit and Donald 
Trumpí s election in the US to the strong 
showings for nationalist parties in the 
recent French presidential election ñ 
suggest a more insular, close minded 
world. If globalisation is in retreat, how 
does being an internationalist remain 
relevant in that context? 

ìThi s is the bedrock or springboard 
that allows us to understand the many 
lenses of international and be the 
thought provoker that moves the 
mindset of the bank around 
international,î  says Sorene. 

ìIt i s not just the physical movement 
of people and goods ñ i t is a mindset, 
behaviour and attitude. Once you look 
at international through that lens, it 
opens up a whole di!erent universe.î
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!ne billion ñ  thatí s a heck of 
a big number by anybodyí s 
standards, but thatí s the 
number of reviews that 

Tripadvisor had clocked up from its users 
by February this year. The travel 
guidance site, which was founded 22 
years ago, says it hit the milestone 
through a combination of reviews, tips, 
photographs, likes, comments and posts.

ì We were very excited to get there,î  

notes Tatiana Gonzalez, research and 
insights lead at the Massachusetts
headquartered company. 

Gonzalez heads up the professional 
insights team that sits within the TAPS 
organisation ñ  Tripadvisor Advertising 
and Partner Solutions. Although the 
focus for her six strong team has 
traditionally been media, she works 
cross functionally with other 
departments, such as communications, 

Performance 
reviewed

enterprise and hospitality, as well as 
operating ì hand in handî  with analytics. 

ì We have, in fact, just hired for a role 
that will not be media focused; its remit 
will instead be to work closely with other 
groups within the organisation, providing 
them with more ready access to insights 
and research,î  she explains. 

Having spent most of her career in 
New York, Gonzalez is currently enjoying 
a change of scene and working remotely 

!!"#$%&'(!) $(*+(,&-!!

Tripadvisor uses professional insights to better 
understand prevailing travel trends and find out what 
consumers really want when they visit a particular 
destination. Editor Colette Doyle speaks to research 
and insights lead Tatiana Gonzalez to find out more
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in Galicia, northwest Spain, the country 
from which her family  origina tes. 

She is a veteran of the insights industry, 
having previously been head of video 
data and growth at CondÈ  Nast 
Entertainment . Before that, she had a 
data analytics and market research remit 
at both Spotify and Google. With around 
180,000 locations listed on the site, as 
well as  40 plus countries  in which 
Tripadvisor has o! ices , her team of six 
has its work cut out and is tasked with 
covering Europe, the Americas and APAC. 

Such a structure helps immensely in 
terms of identifying and resolving the 
specific needs of partners in those 
territories, as  Gonzalez explains: ì It 
allows us to truly understand what a 

specific US agency might require, 
because weí ve dealt with those agencies 
before; or what APAC needs for a 
particular tourism board . We get to 
capture the local nuance in a way that 
we might otherwise  not be able to as a 
global company.î

!"#$%$#&"#'($#)*'*
There are three broad areas of focus for 
her team: the first involves Tripadvisorí s 
proprietary data. ì Ití s so comprehensive, 
given the scope of our audience, the 
millions of businesses that partner with 
us  and all the countries we cover,î  says 
Gonzalez. ì So being able to access that 
gives us a really comprehensive picture 
of travel behaviours, planning and 
booking that I think is hard to beat in 
many ways.î  

She continues: ì A lot of what our team 
does is mine that internal data to better 
understand just how people are using 
Tripadvisor ñ  everything from reviews 
and specific businesses to particular 
locations. We look at the top destinations 
being searched, booking windows, 
whether people are booking more 
immediate trips closer to home, or if they 
are booking further in advance, and how 
that has been a! ected by things like the 
pandemic. I think it really helps us make 
smarter decisions and understand trends 
in travel. What we see on the site is o" en 
reflective of what else is happening in the 
market, so weí re able to make insights 
and a clear narrative out of it.î

Gonzalezí s second purview goes 
deeper into the ë whyí  of this data. As well 
as working with internal data, her team 
 commissions studies with vendors and 
trusted research partners to dig deep 
into consumer travel sentiment: how are 
people feeling about it, are they nervous, 
are they excited? They look at what 
travellers are planning, what they are 

filtering in their searches, and their 
spending habits.

Gonzalez o! ers this example: ì We 
worked with Ipsos on a study that was 
published in Q1 and involved five 
markets, three of which were in APAC . 
We were able to use that to look at the 
year ahead in travel and travel intent ñ  
that helped us to flesh out some of what 
we were seeing internally.î

One of the main findings of the study 
was a renewed appetite for travel now 
that restrictions have eased, and a desire 
to experience new destinations and 
locations, as opposed to returning to the 
familiar. ì It gives us this additional level 
of context to go alongside what weí re 
seeing internally; ití s such a good mix. 
It provides us with a really robust 
position in the thought leadership space 
around the what, why and how of travel.î

The third remit involves managing the 
digital ad e! ectiveness arm of the 
company. This is where the team is 
focused on working with the sales 
department to quantify the e! ect of 
running a campaign on Tripadvisor, in 
tandem with an insights partner such 
as Nielsen or Kantar. Gonzalez explains 
that this goes beyond standard 
campaign metrics, such as clips and 
impressions, to measure other KPIs that 
might not be captured without this 
study, including brand awareness, or 
purchase intent, or conversions. 

Not one to rest on its laurels, 
Tripadvisor overhauled this part of the 
business  in March to explore partners 
beyond the ones it has historically used, 
 to provide a more tailored approach. 

ì This was done so that we were able 
to represent di! erent budget needs and 
KPI measurements, as well as di! erent 
regions,î  says Gonzalez, adding that the 
company is now in conversation with 
various advertisers to implement these 
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e! ectiveness studies as part of their 
campaign buy. Like virtually all operators 
in the travel industry, Tripadvisor is 
building back from ì an incredibly 
challenging time î , as Gonzalez 
acknowledges. ì Now that weí re seeing a 
fuller recovery, the challenge continues 
to be the need to make sure  weí re 
bringing the right insights to the right 
people, so that they can keep on 
growing their business ñ  ë A rising tide li" s 
all boatsí , as they say.î  

!"#$%"&$#'()*+$%,
All through the pandemic, the company 
was still monitoring usersí  travel habits 
to try  to discover where their interest lay, 
whether that was safer road trips, 
camping, or outdoor destinations. 

ì Even at the peak of Covid, consumers 
were still engaging with us, posting on 
forums and saying, ë I miss travelí , so the 
teamí s mission was to pivot on to the 
travel that was possible,î  says Gonzalez. 
ì Now the goal is to figure out how we 

partner with the right people and make 
sure  we get back to where we were.î

The requirement to create custom 
insights can be demanding, as she 
recounts. ì Full credit to the analytics 
team, they have been able to build out 
a range of insight dashboards, which 
allows people in our organisation to 
access a variety of self served data 
around specific destinations, regions and 
hotels, which is super helpful.

ì But we still have to do a lot of 
custom work ñ  ití s exciting, but ití s not 
a one size fits all approach.î

Gonzalez acknowledges that, while 
travel is evergreen, that is not always the 
case with insights. ì Sometimes, things 
we pulled last quarter, or even last 

month, might not be as relevant or might 
need additions, or something has shi" ed 
with time. The way  we need to 
continuously update and rethink, or 
iterate, can be a challenge.î

 Requests also come in all shapes and 
sizes, as Gonzalez points out. ì Because 
we have so many requests, it might be 
a video chat, it might involve a 
Slack conversation, or it could be an 
email thread.î  

Now that life is returning to normal, live 
events have re entered the mix ñ  and to 
good e! ect. ì One of our senior managers 
has started attending in person 
conferences again; he recently presented 
the results of a study that we did around 
travel dining at a quick service restaurant 
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conference in the US, and that was really 
well received. A lot of the speakers were 
coming in with very transactional 
presentations,  ë This is what my company 
doesí , that sort of thing . But we ran this 
study through Qualtrics [a Seattle based 
experience management agency] and 
that allowed us to look at their category 
in depth and give them an idea of 
trends in terms of really understanding 
what travellers who visit those types of 
restaurants want.î  

This then informed the outletsí  
marketing strategy, allowing them to 
target specific groups, from families to 
solo travellers and those on business 
trips. ì There were lots of good insights 
and takeaways that came from that,î  
remarks Gonzalez.

!"#$%&'()$*+'&'
Sometimes, clients like the takeaways 
presented as an infographic, and 
Gonzalezí s team is currently working on 
 one for the World Bank of Indonesia. 

This, she explains, was a pure research 
project and not part of a media buy; it 
involved analysing internal Tripadvisor 
data on behalf of the bank over a period 
of three months for specific locations of 
theirs that they want to promote more. 
ì They werení t paying for media ñ  they 
werení t paying for that exposure; they 
were really a! er a data partnership.î

There were a lot of moving parts to the 
project, as she recalls. ì We made sure 
that the owners were approaching 
listings the right way: whether they were 
claimed, whether they werení t, what 
types of reviews they had received, how 
owners were managing the brand.î  The 
upshot was a huge improvement in 
destination performance and a 
significant upli!  in visibility for the 
properties in those key regions. 

In terms of sharing the data produced 
by her team, one crucial point comes in 
the shape of ensuring that the insights 
are easily understandable for everyone 
involved, as Gonzalez elaborates. ì This is 

something that I think every research 
team deals with; thereí s this line that we 
walk on a daily basis  ñ  the need to be 
rigorous with data, but then you have 
to distil it enough to make sure  ití s 
suitable for the range of stakeholders 
you work with. 

ì You have to pick out what is needed 
for specific people, so their eyes doní t 
glaze over when youí re basically giving 
them a thousand charts.

ì When we show a chart, our practice is 
to have a clear headline that actually 
says something about the results, like a 
key takeaway that the person viewing it 
should be focused on, as opposed to, 
ë Hereí s a whole load of numbers.í î

As she concludes: ì You need to 
remember that they are not always data 
people; o! en, they might be a junior 
agency person, or somebody working 
with a government body . We always 
have to keep that at the forefront of 
our minds ñ  ití s essential to make the 
data digestible.î
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+hat did you do yesterday? Or the day 
before that? Can you recall your actions 
on 11 February 2021? If not, why would 

you assume a consumer can?
Survey data in market research can sometimes 

fail to capture the information that companies 
desire, looking at peopleí s faulty recollections of 
past behaviours rather than observed actions, and 
using that as the basis of future analysis. The ë say do 
gapí  has been observed in numerous settings, in 
the physical retail world and in online shopping ñ  
but can it be measured?

Customer experience firm Disqo set out to 
measure the say do gap across three shopping 
categories: automobiles, travel and groceries. 
The result was the report !"#$%&'(%)*+, published 
earlier this year. The three categories were chosen 
because of the variety in typical purchase cost and 
frequency, which the company expected to impact 
the accuracy of respondent recall when asked 
about their purchasing behaviour. 

The research used Disqoí s consumer insights 
platform to survey a nationally representative 
sample of 53,749 consumers about their shopping 
behaviours, and then compared the answers with 
their actual digital behaviours collected over a 
30 day period. 

Only ë active shoppersí  were included in the study, 
namely those who recorded five or more ë digital 
eventsí  ñ  such as keyword searches, website visits or 
mobile app launches ñ  across the month.

ì As traditional sources of digital behaviour data 
such as cookies, mobile IDs and IP addresses are 
getting harder to work with, because they are 
constantly being depreciated, some clients are 
turning towards asking consumers about their 
behaviours, rather than using observed behavioural 
signals,î  says Anne Hunter, vice president of 
product marketing at Disqo. 

ì We wanted to see if that was an accurate 
substitution, or whether there were still 
requirements to have passive data collection.î  

!"#$%"&'()"*#%%"*+,#-'(#.(+/",)(
actions are often inaccurate 
*#0$1)"2(3,+/(+/",)(#4'")5"2(
behaviours. Liam Kay(%##6'(1+(
+/" 21+1(7'1892#&(:1$(+/1+(*1-(4"(
found in surveys

The research found that an average of 49% of 
respondents were ì highly confidentî  in their ability 
to recall their actions correctly, while 3% were 
deemed ì not confidentî . However, 38% of 
respondentsí  self reported shopping activities 
contradicted data on their real, observed shopping 
behaviours, highlighting the prevalence of the 
say do gap. The say do gap was recognised in all 
three product categories included in the study.

The biggest di!erence from the total respondent 
average was seen among active shoppers who said 
they had not shopped online in the past 30 days, 
even though online behavioural data suggested 
they had. Only 38% said they were highly confident 
in their recollection, a full 11 points below the 
respondent average; 12% of this group said they 
were not confident in their memories.

ì The most shocking finding for me was the 
inverse relationship between peopleí s confidence in 
remembering what they do versus their accuracy in 
remembering what they do,î  says Hunter. ì The 
people who are most confident were also the most 
likely to be wrong. When researchers are setting up 
surveys, o"en the people who say ë I doní t knowí  
might be the most accurate, whereas the people 
who give an answer might be overconfident. 
Surveys need to be used to understand how people 
feel, as they are immediate, measurable reactions.î

Take this example: if a survey asks people if they 
eat healthy food such as quinoa regularly, the 
respondents might not give the survey good 
information. But you could survey people who are 
actually observed buying it, and then ask them 
why they did so. That gives you the ability to market 
the product to gain more customers. Hunter 
maintains that behaviourally targeted surveys for 
people who already engage in the habit ì gets you 
ahead of the trendî . 

Hunter uses the example of the environment, 
which is a top concern for many people who do 
not follow through their intentions when 
purchasing household items, for example, or 
choosing a car or holiday abroad. Convenience 
and money remain primary factors in why we 
make purchasing decisions, despite most peopleí s 
concerns over climate change. 

ì Wants and beliefs are not always in line with our 
actions,î  Hunter says. ì For better or worse, o"en 
our desires and hopes get ahead of our actions, 
which can inspire those actions over time.î
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technology officer at Fuzzy Labs: “The general approach is open 
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faster, and more efficiently. It’s that hive-mind approach, the 
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techniques fail-safe before spending clients’ money on them is 
another win-win situation. You can iron out kinks in the details 
6%7"-%)'&;0)&"")1*&%9)G%:)&%!/+'D.%0)*-%)"+15)/%1$7.1)*+,)
meaningful if we can use them in a real-world setting. A new 
whizzy methodology that nobody trusts is worthless. 
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keep that innovation turning – the Advanced Data Analytics 
Network from the Market Research Society, the Association for 
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After all, why wouldn’t we want to improve our work and our 
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is answering the question, “So, what do you do?”. 
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myself lucky to be ‘cross-discipline’; it keeps my life interesting. 
Another thing that keeps my life interesting are the tools I use 

across these disciplines. For the data science part of my role, I 
mainly use open-source computer programs. Open source is a bit 
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slapping students’ wrists if they use open-source programs such 
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(t is a hard time to be an optimist. We are 
emerging from a worldwide pandemic; facing a 
cost of living crisis driven by spiralling fuel and 

energy prices and higher inflation rates; the e!ects 
of human activity on the environment are 
increasingly becoming obvious; and war has 
broken out in Ukraine, leading to a knock on 
e!ect on food and supply chains. The future is not 
looking so rosy.

With a few notable exceptions, businesses 
generally trade on optimism and goodwill in their 
advertising, products and brand image, whether 
that be a new car, house, investment tools, or 
simply food and drink. But is the current political 
and economic climate a!ecting that formula ñ  and 
is the loss of optimism part of a longer term trend, 
or an unsustainable blip?

Much of the current loss of optimism is reflected 
in consumer confidence figures. GfKí s Consumer 
Confidence Index fell to its lowest levels since its 
records began, in 1974, in its May edition, reaching 
a score of  40, one point lower than the 2008 
financial crisis. Joe Staton, client strategy director at 
GfK, says the cost of living crisis is the leading cause 
of economic pessimism. 

ì My glass feels rather half empty at the moment, 
looking at the numbers,î  he says. ì I cannot find any 
strong tailwinds that will boost consumer 
confidence. The headwinds are phenomenal. 
Consumers are similar to markets ñ  they trade on 
confidence and surety.î

Market research firm Trajectory has been running 
an optimism index since 2018 and has also noticed 
a recent collapse. The April 2022 index said 39% of 
us felt life had got worse during the past 50 years 
and would continue to decline over the next 20, 
compared with 37% who said the opposite. 

!"#$%$&%'$&'(')(*+(,*-'#..*'/.0'%.&#'
,+&$1-&&-&2',+#'$/'#3-'/--*45..6'/(7#.0'
declines, what is the financial impact of 
#3(#'/.0',0(16&8 Liam Kay finds out

The cost of living crisis is a big factor in the fall in 
optimism, but other factors are at play. Trust in 
politicians is ì having an impact on optimism in a 
way it doesní t normallyî , explains Tom Johnson, 
managing director at Trajectory, as is nostalgia for 
an idealised past and levels of personal autonomy. 
Johnson adds that financial pressures, social 
fragmentation and declining trust in leaders are 
combining to create ì a di!erent consumer and 
citizen mindsetî .

Darren Savage, chief strategy o!icer at Tribal, says 
some evidence points to the younger generations 
being more optimistic as they ì have grown up in a 
much more connected and participatory culture, 
and they feel that, through such participation and 
connections, they can e!ect changeî . 

Trajectoryí s optimism index also supports the 
idea that younger generations are more likely to be 
optimistic about the future than their parents. 

It found that the Silent Generation, millennials 
and Generation Z were the least nostalgic, whereas 
the Baby Boomers and Generation X were most 
likely to feel things were getting worse. 

The environment is one of the big elephants in 
the room when we discuss humanityí s innate 
optimism, or perceived lack of it. With the climate 
crisis likely to accelerate in the decades ahead, 
Savage thinks there is a disconnect ñ  ì it is so 

!!)*+$$!"#$%!',-./0
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horrific, so appalling what is happening to this 
planet, that many people are in denial about itî . 

He cites the 1973 book !"#$%#&'()$*+$%#(,", by 
Ernest Becker, as an example of this disconnect and 
says that brands need to help change mindsets. ì The 
best way to predict the future is to invent it,î  he adds. 
ì I hope that some time in the future people can unify 
with a vision of what the future ought to look like, 
and it is not caught up in nationalism or nostalgia. 
The planet needs some genuine visionaries.î

Johnson says part of the overall problem is 
humansí  inability to notice gradual improvements 
in living standards and failure to spot incremental 
change. ì If life expectancy increases by a few weeks 
every year, then we are obviously not going to 
notice,î  he says, adding that there are good reasons 
why optimism is declining ñ  namely, life is not 
improving at the rate it was a few decades ago. 
Real wages have been flat for decades, life 
expectancy rises are slowing and the economy is no 
longer growing. ì We would still make the case that 
life is getting better for other reasons, but, 
increasingly, the big things we used to point to doní t 
really support that any more,î  adds Johnson.

A ì them and us mindsetî  is a!ecting shopping 
habits, he says, and people are getting excited over 
bargains not just because of the money saved, but 
ì because they were getting something back from 
ë themí  ñ  being big business or whoever is ë winningí  
from all of this; we, the people, are in it together, 
and wealthier, elitist business and vested interests 
are on the other sideî . Companies that raise prices 
are running a risk, as ì consumers are able to see 
who is on their side and who is not in that context ñ  
some of those memories will remain long a"er this 
painful periodî , Johnson adds.

Savage explains that businesses can be well 
positioned to lead an upturn in optimism, but they 
must examine what people need and want from 
brands. ì Brands should always o!er people, both at 
a symbolic level and how they deliver on a brand 
promise, something that improves your life in some 
way, shape or form,î  he says. ì I think things like 
sustainability and good ethics from businesses are 
playing a much more central, critical role.

ì There is an opportunity for brands to o!er a 
more optimistic view of the world. Humans are 
fundamentally optimistic. When you look at things 
from a psychological point of view, it doesní t matter 
how bad things are at the moment, everyone has 
a degree of optimism. It is a survival mechanism ñ  
I doní t think we could survive and stay sane unless 
we had an ability to believe that, at some point, 
things will get better and improve for us.î
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'hink back to the morning of 24 June 2016. Many 
people were in shock, having woken up to the 
news that the UK had voted to leave the 

European Union. For them, the result went against all 
expectations and, in the years a!erwards, a reason for 
the outcome was sought. Some believed bots ñ  
automated accounts present on social media sites such 
as Twitter ñ  were to blame for distorting the vote.

There is a lot of evidence that bots were present in 
the social media debate surrounding the EU 
referendum. In 2017, a University of London study by 
Dr Marco Bastos and Dr Dan Mercea found 13,500 
Twitter accounts were tweeting extensively about the 
Brexit referendum, only to disappear soon a!er the 
vote. The bots had posted 65,000 messages over a 
four week period, which the researchers said were 
slanted in favour of the leave campaign, albeit with 
many messages also pro remain. 

Bots have since been observed at other major 
political and social events, such as the 2016 US 
presidential election and the initial wave of Covid 19 in 
2020. Bots have also been blamed for the flood of 
misinformation that swirls around many online debates 
and associated rises in conspiracy theories. 

Do bots deserve their bad reputation? Can they 
actually turn election results or cause people to adopt 
extremist views and political stances? University of 
Edinburgh researchers Abeer Aldayel and Walid Magdy 
investigated the role bots play in the spread of 
misinformation in their study !"#$#%&'$()(*+,&"',$-.',-/,
0-&),(*,1-.#$()'2,)&#*%',-*,)-%(#.,3'2(#. 

Their study analysed a dataset of more than 4,000 

How influential are bots on social media? Liam Kay looks at a recent 
study examining the role that bots play in spreading misinformation

Twitter users who expressed a stance on seven topics: 
Hillary Clinton; climate change; feminism; abortion 
rights; atheism; Brexit; and immigration. Those usersí  
direct interactions and indirect exposures with more 
than 19 million accounts were then investigated, with 
bot accounts identified. 

The supporting/opposing stances were noted and 
compared with other types of accounts, such as those 
of influential and famous users.

The researchers looked at two types of network: 
interaction and exposure. The interaction network is, 
broadly, the accounts with which a user retweets and 
interacts. The exposure network is the ones they follow 
and to which they are exposed. The results found that, 
generally, bots were far less e"ective at spreading 
misinformation than the accounts of influential users. 

Bot interactions with users who had specific opinions 
or political stances were minimal compared with 
influential accounts with large numbers of followers. 
However, the presence of bots was still connected to 
usersí  views, especially in an indirect manner ñ  users 
were exposed to the content of the bots they follow, 
rather than by directly interacting with them by 
retweeting, mentioning them or replying to tweets.

ì We found some bots were influential, but they were 
really minimal ñ  we are talking about 5% or 6%,î  says 
Magdy. ì Yes, there are bots; they might have some 
correlation with our opinions, but we are not seeing 
them influencing it. 

ì A tweet from someone like Donald Trump or Barack 
Obama will be more than 10 times more influential 
on your opinion compared with bots. Yes, bots exist 
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and have some influence, but it is really minimal.î
There is also a misunderstanding of what bots 

actually are and the role they can play online. Unlike 
many other social media platforms, Twitter allows 
accounts to post tweets automatically, which has led 
to many bots being created, a minority of which are 
used in harmful ways. 

Most are used positively, however; for example, 
Wikipedia runs an @EarthquakeBot account that 
gives updates on earthquakes above five on the 
Richter Scale. Twitter also has rules in place to prevent 
automated accounts from spamming users or sending 
unsolicited messages.

Magdy says there is a fear of bots that is generally not 
supported by their actual impact on public discourse. 
ì That fear might be overrated. Focus on the influential 

users,î  he explains. ì It is like shouting a lot in a closed 
room ñ  nobody hears you much and it does not have 
much e!ect.î  

Some social media platforms, such as Facebook, do 
not allow bots (although Facebook does have an issue 
with fake accounts). 

ì Each [network] has its own nature,î  Magdy says, 
adding that Twitter is one of the most popular 
platforms for news dissemination, making the spread of 
misinformation on the site more worrying. ì When we 
talk about misinformation and stances about any topic 
in general,î  he says, ì we noticed bots are there but doní t 
have much influence.î

The problem with tackling bots is determining which 
are malign actors and which remain useful. There is 
also a big spectrum of what constitutes misinformation. 
There are various shades of grey between the outright 
falsehoods and the complete truth ñ  for example, using 
cherry picked statistics or false equivalences. Magdy is 
working on a project to understand why some people 
do not check information they see online and the 
common characteristics between them: ì Disrupting the 
sources [of misinformation] would be great, but can we 
find a way to stop the consumption as well?î

Even in the context of Brexit, however, Magdy 
questions how much of an impact bots had on the 
result. ì Even if it is 30% [of accounts on a social media 
network that are bots], they still doní t have much 
impact,î  he maintains. 

ì Yeah, there are bots everywhere. The media 
amplified it and made it a big problem, and said that it 
changed votes ñ  but thatí s too big a conclusion.î  

'($)*&+,-)&$.#)-&/%0&
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Ÿ F2F interviewing across UK, including NI
Ÿ Qual recruitment
Ÿ Tablet/Paper/Telephone interviewing
Ÿ Postal Surveys
Ÿ Online
Ÿ Coding, Data Entry and Tabs

Specialists in
 fast turnaround  

projects.

ield &

For the best quote possible 
or just to chat about your options 

contact Lisa Stringer or Carol Timson

Email: Enquiries@dataoptions.co.uk    
     Tel: 0161 477 9195

Experienced in all methodologies
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'urnout and exhaustion are becoming ever 
more prominent in the research industry, 
with heavy workloads and impending 

deadlines cited as the main causes. 
But as a leader, how do you deal with this? 

Running a successful business depends on a 
healthy flow of work ñ  so what do you do when 
the very thing that is keeping your company 
afloat is the same thing that is dragging your 
people down and burning them out? 

Here are five factors to bear in mind to enable 
you to start tackling the problem of 
overwhelming workloads and challenging ways 
of working at source. 

Face facts 
The first step in dealing with a problem is 
acknowledging that it actually exists and 
understanding where ití s coming from. 

Ití s time to take a hard look at things and face 
the truth. As a leader, have you made it your 

()*!+)!
,%#+!,-$.)-+
The importance of creating an 
inspiring environment where 
employee wellbeing can flourish is 
becoming ever more critical. 
Stephanie Rowley talks us through 
the smartest ways to deal with 
workplace stress
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business to really understand whatí s going on 
within your team? You might know people are busy 
and stressed ñ  but have you dug beneath the 
surface to understand specifically what is causing 
the stress, where the key challenges are, and what 
impact ití s all having? 

The first thing you can do is put some time into a 
full and frank evaluation of workloads, ways of 
working and wellbeing in your company. Where are 
the pressure points? What would make things 
easier for people? Are you doing all that you can to 
relieve the pressure ñ  or are you just papering over 
the cracks? Talk to your team, listen to them 
carefully and be brutally honest in your analysis, as 
painful as it might be. 

Focus on prevention, not cure
O!ering your team mental health days, lunchtime 
yoga and the like is nice, but ití s not the whole 
answer, because they put the onus on the 
individual to cope better with the problem that 
their workplace has created. 

Thereí s definitely a role for these 
initiatives, but do they actually help 
when youí ve got more work than 
you can handle; when you have a 
deadline that means youí re going 
to have to work late into the 
evening, or at the weekend... 
again? Ií d argue they doní t, 
because there isní t time to take 
advantage of them properly. 

Consider how you can remove 
the problem, rather than just giving 
people ways to cope with it. I know how 
challenging this is. The obvious solution to 
overworking is having less work, or employing 
more people, both of which come at a cost, and 
that is what makes this problem so di!icult. 

But we are researchers, so turn all those skills 
that you have ñ  analysis, and creative and strategic 
thinking ñ  towards your own business. What can 
you do to take away the problem? 

Look at your systems and processes, your tech, 
your pricing models, your culture, your client 
relationships ñ  and start making changes. 

Maybe you need to be bold and brave in the 
choices you make; consider the impact on your 
team of creating healthier, more manageable 
ways of working... and, in turn, how that will a!ect 
their performance. 

If cost is still a barrier, consider this: by not 
addressing this issue, people will burn out and 
leave, and your business will get a bad reputation ñ  
and that surely is too high a price to pay.

Get better together
All of us, agencies and clients alike, face pressure ñ  
and all too o"en, I think, we pass it around like a 
hot potato, trying to o!load it on to others, or make 
it ë their problemí , rather than addressing where ití s 
coming from and how to solve it together. 

I firmly believe that we need to work better 
together to understand each otherí s challenges. 
Ií m also of the opinion that the industry will never 
see the change it needs unless this happens. 

So, why not start talking? Open the doors of 
communication with your clients or agencies. 
Nobody wants to be burnt out or overwhelmed. 
Letí s start an honest, transparent dialogue with 
each other and find a way to deal with the pinch 
points that cause undue stress and pressure. Ití s 
not the whole answer, but I would argue that a 
shared commitment to a healthier, less stressful 
way of working has got to be a great start. 

Walk the walk
Your influence as a leader is of the utmost 

importance. Ití s impossibly di!icult 
for people to address their crushing 
workloads if their bosses doní t take 
control and lead by example. Mixed 
messages result in confusion and 
resentment ñ  so doní t tell people 
their wellbeing is important, but 
then set a culture that creates stress 
and overwhelms them. 

Doní t tell your team that ití s OK to 
say no, push back or switch o!, if 
those are things that you doní t do. 

You need to give your team permission, and enable 
them to trust you, and the best way to do that is 
through actions, not words. 

The bottom line is this: no matter how flat your 
organisational hierarchy, our brains are hardwired 
to copy the behaviour of the higher status person. 
Doní t underestimate the significance of this. ë Do as 
I say, not as I doí  doesní t work with kids, and it 
doesní t work with adults either.

Doní t leave it to luck 
My final piece of advice is simplicity itself: do not 
leave peopleí s wellbeing to luck. By not taking 
action, thatí s precisely what you are doing. Hoping 
for the best is not a good business strategy. People 
will burn out and they will quit ñ  thatí s the one 
thing that is certain. Be prepared to commit 
yourself to real, meaningful change.
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and find a way to deal 
with the pinch points 

that cause undue 
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that is critical to developing meaningful and effective
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Prepare for ISO 20252: 
2019 Certification
B89:)73&)<%05/-$5)3)C/"5$)
for Research Suppliers to 
prepare for ISO 20252: 2019 
Certification – 23 Steps to 
Certification, which is free to 
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MRS membership shows your commitment to research excellence, connects you to a network 
of more than 4,000 professionals and gives you access to a huge range of specialist benefits 
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##!"#$%&%"###$%#&'(()#*+(%+,'

!"#$%&&'#()&")*%##, researcher in  sociology and a fellow of 
Wolfson College ,  Cambridge , is  lead researcher on the Black 
British Voices Project and  author of Black men in Britain: an 
ethnographic portrait of the post Windrush generation.  H e  has 
worked  with Middlesex University and the Mayor of Londoní s 
O! ice for Policing and Crime on  services for young crime victims 

!
"#$%&'(&%#)&*'++)(%&'((,)&-$.'/+&%#)&

01&.2'3'/$4&5,(%'.)&(6(%)37

Cyberspace is the largest platform where 
crime takes place and that has impacted 
on community policing, meaning  policing 
by consent has, to an extent, become a 
thing of the past. As a result, an even 
bigger gulf has emerged between some 
communities and enforcement agencies 
who engage only during a situation of 
conflict, to the point that the relationship 
between the public and the criminal 
justice system has crystallised into one of 
ë us and themí . 

8
"#$%&$..9,/%(&-92&%#)&%)/()&

2)4$%'9/(#':&*)%;))/&*4$.<&

.933,/'%')(&$/=&%#)&:94'.)7

Our  research with black communities has 
highlighted that the issue is not about 
policing as such, as it is accepted that the 
police service is, of course, a necessity. 
The concerns surround what is 
considered bad, insensitive over policing.

>
?9&69,&%#'/<&%#)&"'/=2,(#&

+)/)2$%'9/&'(&(%$2%'/+&%9&+)%&

:29:)2&2).9+/'%'9/7

The achievements and struggles of black 
people in this country have always been 
recognised by those who pay attention to 
their experiences.  Books about the 
so called Windrush generation  have been 
written into British history for more than 
50 years. Ití s only since 2018, and the 
emergence of the shambolic way  people 

from the West Indies are treated, that the 
mainstream ha s paid  attention to their 
plight. For Caribbean arrivals, the 
hostile environment policy didní t start in 
2012, with Theresa May; it began on 23  
June 1948, the day a! er they arrived at 
Tilbury Dock. 

@
"#$%&#$(&A9B'=C!D&)E:9()=&$*9,%&
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The pandemic highlighted the silent 
disparities that minority communities in 
the UK are subject to, meaning that these 
social divisions are not simply limited to 
educational attainment levels, 
unemployment rates and unevenness 
within the housing sector, but are evident 
within all sections of society, such as 
health provision and the workplace. Even 
during a pandemic, the enduring ugliness 
of racial discrimination manifested itself.
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The  project  provides an authentic, 
uncompromised and reliable account of 
black British life.  It has collated granular 
data on vibrant communities whose 
positive contribution to British society has 
o! en been overlooked. The project  gives 
a route of communication for black 
communities to recalibrate narratives that 
are not limited to migration and 
settlement, but include stories of 
empowerment, creativity and solidarity 
 that have provided a cultural upli!  to 

British society. The rich data gleaned from 
the research can be u sed to better inform 
policy decisions.
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Identity politics are in flux, and the 
classifications of black people in Britain 
ha ve shi! ed during every decade. The 
most recent term, BAME, has been 
criticised for being clumsy and unhelpful 
by conflating the experiences of all racial 
and ethnic groups. Getting definitions 
right is important. A good example  is the 
 term  ë the Windrush generation í  ñ  those 
from the Caribbean never once referred 
to it themselves; onlookers did.   Ií m 
happy to see terms  such as BAME 
rescinded. An important step is to grant 
black people the agency to define 
themselves, as opposed to having a label 
attached to them.   
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In terms of race relations, I must feel 
optimistic .  None of us  is beyond race, 
because, like it or not, it acts as a social 
register and identifier. My  hope is that we 
get to a place where race, phenotype or 
skin colour is regarded as the least 
important aspect of who we are as 
individuals. What  encourages me is the 
increased awareness and racial literacy 
 among young people of all races, and 
their willingness to call for the eradication 
of racial discrimination and disadvantage.
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